Justice Solutions
BY AVENU INSIGHTS & ANALYTICS

THE AUTOMATED APPROACH TO
COURT CASE & JURY MANAGEMENT
When it comes to managing court cases and juries, efficiency
is key. Every instance of manual processing slows down the
system, increasing the odds of lost hours, lost resources, or
even lost documents.
Streamline your system with Clearview Court and
Clearview Jury by Avenu. Our end-to-end court case and
jury management solutions provide powerful functions
and advanced workflows to meet the needs of today’s
court systems.
Automate your reporting. File documents
electronically. Avenu’s Justice Solutions reduce
costs and uphold national standards at every
stage — creating a smoother, smarter experience
for judges, court staff, and your constituents.

From the Administrative
Experts Trusted Nationwide
When state and local governments need support, they turn to Avenu. We support
mission-critical government operations with revenue enhancement programs and
administration software that’s backed by public sector expertise, making it easy to
serve citizens reliably, efficiently, and securely.
Ready to see how Avenu can support you? Request more information at
succeed@avenuinsights.com.
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Your Complete Suite of
Justice Services & Solutions
Clearview Court
Our ADA-compliant approach streamlines every stage of civil, criminal, juvenile, traffic, and
family court processes with smart scheduling functions and an intuitive public access portal.

CASE FILING

SCHEDULING

DOCUMENT
PROCESSING

Save time by accepting
cases electronically,
customizing data fields, and
generating case identifiers,
captions, and more.

Manage hearings more
easily with built-in conflict
checking protections and
software-generated
hearing notices.

Generate necessary documents
at any stage — our software
immediately assigns them to
the correct case.

ADJUDICATION

PAYMENTS

POST-ADJUDICATION

Configure your own
preferences for entering
judgments, sentences,
and orders for faster, more
efficient processing.

Seamlessly collect and
process every fee from a
central user interface that
supports bonds, traffic
tickets, and payment plans.

Continually track your cases
with intuitive electronic
filing, violation processing,
and print and mail services.

Clearview Jury
Automate the jury process at every stage, from summons creation to juror empanelment. Our
eJuror software allows prospective jurors to respond to jury questionnaires or summons online.

JURY
SELECTION

POOL CREATION
& QUALIFICATION

JURY
MANAGEMENT

Create master jury lists from
a variety of sources including
the DMV, voter registration
records, and more.

Populate jury pools swiftly
and securely with Avenu’s
cryptographically secure
pseudorandom generator.

Avenu’s self-service kiosks
allow jurors to check in, enter
information, produce payments,
and print proof of attendance.

CASE & PANEL
CREATION

ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE

AUTOMATED
REPORTING

Streamline your workflow
with simplified case creation,
randomized panel selection,
and mobile functionality.

Automatically calculate
all juror payments and
expenses by configuring
rules specific to your
jurisdiction.

Choose from over 60
baseline reporting formats
from our dashboard, or
develop custom reports.
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